box pouch
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box pouch
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box
pouch

This project is a basic zippered pouch pattern, but with every corner
boxed out for lots of extra holding room. It’s constructed with French
seams for a neat interior, and the lining is sewn with the outer fabric so
nothing shifts inside.

difficulty :

makes :

Step 11 is probably what makes this the hardest, but
altogether it’s not too bad.

materials

one 4” x 4” x 8” pouch

& tools

• 1/2 yd. of light to medium weight
fabric for outer pouch (I used interfaced quilting cotton)
• 1/2 yd. of lightweight fabric for lining
(I used polyester lining fabric)
• 1/2 yd. heavy interfacing (I used
Décor Bond from Pellon)
• 12” zipper (at least)

• Matching sewing thread
• Basic sewing tools (sewing machine,
scissors, iron, needles, pins, fabric
marker, seam ripper)

before you begin :
1. Print out the project pattern, pages 11-14
2. Assemble the pattern pieces by lining up
the page markings (A1 to A2, B3 to B4,
and so on)
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3. Lay out the pattern pieces on your fabric
and cut them out
4. Mark the fabric pieces with the guidelines
from the pattern
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This project uses heavyweight interfacing to give
the pouch some extra
stability, but there are some
places where it doesn’t need
to be in order to help with bulk.
So if your fabric is a little flimsy
and you want to use interfacing,
cut it using the pattern from the
.pdf, then iron it in place to the
wrong side of your outer fabric,
centered both lengthwise and
widthwise.
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To prep the zipper and
make it easier to handle,
we’re adding tabs on the
sides. Trim the zipper to
12” long and add the tabs by
sandwiching the short ends
between two of the zipper tab
pieces. Sew through all three
layers, trim the seam allowance
to 1/4” and press the fabric away
from the zipper.
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To install the zipper, sandwich it between one short
side of the outer pouch
piece and lining piece. The
right side of the zipper should
be facing the right side of the
outer fabric. Sew these layers in
place with a 1/4” seam allowance.
If you have a zipper foot, it’ll
come in handy here.

Repeat this with the other
side of the lining and outer
fabric as well as the other
side of the zipper tape.
You’ll have to fold the pieces
over to achieve this, so it should
look something like this shown.
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When you’ve finished
with the zipper, press
the fabrics away from
the zipper and turn the
whole thing right side out. The
lining should be nicely tucked
inside. Flatten the fabric so the
zipper runs along the middle of
the pouch. Now we’re going to
tackle a French seam. Sew a 1/8”
seam on each side of the pouch,
making sure to get all the layers.
I used a bit of a wide zigzag to
make sure I caught everything.
When finished, trim any excess
fabric or threads away from the
seam.
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Turn the whole pouch
inside out and poke the
corners with the chopstick
or similar blunt tool, then
press the previous seams flat.
Sew the side seams again, but
this time with a 3/8” seam allowance, which should nicely encase
the previous seam.
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Before we can sew the
corners of the pouch,
we need to add the little
handle on the end. The
handle is also reinforced with
some heavyweight interfacing
that’s fused in the middle. To
create the handle, fold under
each long edge of the handle by
1/2” and iron the folds in place.
Then fold the entire handle in
half with wrong sides facing.

To finish up the handle,
all there is to do is sew it
together where the folds
meet as well as another
edge stitch on the other side
to complete the look.
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This step is to prep for
sewing the corners a bit
later. To sew the corners,
make right angle markings
at each corner of the pouch
while it’s inside out. Measure in
2” from each side (start from the
seam) and mark the right angle
there. With any luck, this should
line up with the edges of the
interfacing you applied in step 1.
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Before we do the corners,
we need to finish the
business with the handle.
The handle is sewn on one
end of the pouch, centered
across the horizontal seam, 1 3/4”
in from each fold. Sewing it in
place involves getting inside the
pouch to make the seam lie flat,
so it takes a bit of finagling. You’ll
see what it looks like next.
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To actually get the handles
on there, you’ll need to
get inside the pouch and
spread that area with the
seam flat. Pin the handle
centered on top and sew it in
place where you marked previously. This is what it might look
like.

And here’s what it looks
like when the handle is
finally attached. As you can
see, it’s centered across the
horizontal seam. It looks messy
now but it’ll be much cleaner
once the corners are sewn!
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Now we can finally do the
corners! Turn the pouch
back inside out and fold
the corners of the pouch
diagonally in order to match
up the markings you drew back
in step 9. Sew across this line to
turn your flat pouch into a 3D
box.
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Repeat this with the other
3 corners of your pouch to
complete the box shape.
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To keep those little flaps
from moving all over the
place, stitch them to the
inside of your pouch by
folding them down across the
short ends of the pouch and
using a few hand stitches to
hold it in place. As a bonus, this
extra fabric provides even more
support for your pouch so it
retains its boxy shape.
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Box Pouch
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HANDLE

Cut 1 from outer fabric
Cut 1 of heavy interfacing (sans seam allowances)
½” seam allowance

fold line

A1 A2

Box Pouch
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P A T T E R N

ZIPPER TABS

Cut 4 of outer fabric
½” seam allowance

B1 B2
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Box Pouch
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BOX POUCH INTERFACING
Cut 1 on fold of heavy interfacing

cut on fold

A1 A2

B3 B4

B1 B2
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cut

C1 C2

corner sewing lines

B3 B4
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cut on fold

Box Pouch
P A T T E R N
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BOX POUCH

Cut 1 on fold of outer fabric
Cut 1 on fold of lining fabric
½” seam allowance

corner sewing lines

C1 C2

